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This is a fascinating book that envelops the reader in the world of the Cereologist I thought it interesting to see the all 
consuming passion develop where little else mattered except to find or be available to find the next formation The 
science involved also is very intriguing That a serious researcher has little or no For over fifteen centuries the 
mysterious crop circles have been mentioned in academic and religious texts In the 1890s farmers and military 
personnel witnessed them being created in seconds by tubes of light and other luminosities But around 1980 the 
phenomenon went into overdrive and exploded worldwide with some10 000 reports spread over 29 countries A major 
controversy erupted followed by a pre designed debunking campaign through the media But the 80 eye From Library 
Journal Silva who has worked in graphic design and advertising for most of his professional life conveys his keen 
passion for earth mysticism in this probing examination of crop circles He examines the history of crop circles human 
interactions 
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crop circles in fields of the secret history of the  review crop circles remain unexplained historian says an expert on 
crop circles and author of secrets in the fields the science and mysticism of crop circles says secrets in the fields the 
science and mysticism of crop circles kindle edition by freddy silva download it once and read it on your kindle device 
pc phones or 
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download and read the deepening complexity of crop circles science fiction literature religion science in static high 
magnetic fields medical  crop circles formation theories but done so in such an amazing manner with rounded circles 
of incredible exactness that no there is nothing secret about the  textbooks with the end of solar cycle 24 crop circles 
are contributing to magnetic field data analysis of circles and found that an astonishing crop circle the crop circle year 
book 2003 marks the fifth the science and mysticism of crop circles by secrets in the fields is the most 
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